"Request to Attend"  
Greens Times Freshman  
Pioneering college football player by the Freshman Rules Committee. Freshman players who have not been wearing their jerseys in games will pair the lettered Sreshman that there will be no retracement of the新鲜man Committee in the West Lounge. freshman's name may be required to be present.

March Issue of T.E.N. Discusses General Topics  
Article by Edward E. Loonis on Control of Red  
Existing an issue of general interest to all members of the student body, the T.E.N. meeting News article today and tomorrow. The articles are very much subject to the scope of treatment.
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FIRST MEETING OF LACROSSE PLAYERS IS THIS AFTERNOON  
All Men Interested Are Invited to Attend and Help Organize Team  
NEW SPORT AT INSTITUTE  
All students interested in lacrosse are asked to meet at this afternoon in Room 5-70. This gathering marks the first step in the student's live establishment of the sport at Technology and it is therefore desirable that there be a large attendance. The speakers will be Dr. Harry W. Roe W., secretary of the Athletics Committee on Athletics; Charles W. Daniels, manager of the Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association and president of the Boston Lacrosse Club; and Harvey M. Hartnett, captain of Lacrosse at Harvard.  
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